CASE STUDY

SECURE EMAILS AND FILE TRANSFERS
WITH BUILT-IN IDENTITY VERIFICATION
YOUR DATA –
OWN IT!
CONTROL IT!
PROTECT IT!

DATA SHEET

D10

Protect data and eliminate phishing
attacks with Galaxkey and Yoti
Do you want 100% confidence that the emails and files you
send are received and opened only by the intended person?
A Galaxkey-Yoti integration gives you an
unrivalled combination of ultra-secure emails
and real-time digital identification.

Secure Emails

Secure Documents

Banks and other institutions need ironclad data
protection to keep financial and other sensitive
data from entering the wrong hands. Accurately
identifying individuals at each point of contact
– know your customer (KYC) – is crucial to
preventing fraud and financial crime.
Yoti’s digital ID with biometric authentication
gives you dynamic KYC. Combined with
Galaxkey’s banking-grade encryption to protect
your emails and files, you no longer have to
worry about data being stolen in phishing
attacks. Performing significant financial
transactions is easier and safer with sender
verification and secure transaction records.

Secure Collaboration
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INTEGRATED DATA SECURITY AND DYNAMIC IDENTITY
VALIDATION PROTECTS YOU AND YOUR CUSTOMERS

A GALAXKEY-YOTI INTEGRATION
GIVES YOU:

D10

How Yoti helps organisations
verify they’re talking to the
right person
Yoti is the new way for individuals to prove their identity.
Individuals can encrypt their ID and use this digital ID for
fast validation when accessing a wide range of services
and systems.

Unbeatable data
security – all your
files and emails
protected, with a quick,
single sign-on.

Secure transaction
records – safely send
and accurately record
even the largest
financial transactions,
with sender verification
and automatic logging.

Real-time identity
verification so your
emails and data
cannot fall into the
wrong hands.

World-class regulatory
compliance – with KYC,
data protection, and
anti-money laundering
regulations.

For businesses, Yoti allows you to identify, authenticate,
and verify your customers, staff, or third parties you need
to communicate with. Yoti guarantees 100% verified
users. Users with a Yoti digital ID have passed:

		
		

LIVENESS DETECTION
with robust, anti-spoofing liveness test

		
		
		

DOCUMENT CHECK
combining OCR scanning, NCR chip reading,
and expert checking

		
		

BIOMETRIC FACE MATCH
combining technology and human expertise

Yoti is convenient for individuals because it enables them
to quickly and securely confirm their identity in many
different situations, while knowing their data is always
safe. Yoti uses PKI technology, guaranteeing a user’s data
can only be accessed by that user. Over 9 million people
have already downloaded the Yoti app.
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HOW GALAXKEY HELPS ORGANISATIONS
PROTECT SENSITIVE DATA WITH ENCRYPTION

Galaxkey’s three layer encryption architecture offers
world-class data protection for your emails, documents
and workspaces.
Passwords aren’t stored in any format, and Galaxkey is the only platform that allows you
complete control of your encryption keys. So you can rest assured knowing that your data
is being protected to the highest level. Galaxkey’s user-friendly products secure and protect
your data both in transit and at rest.

Secure your emails:
Protect all your emails, including
attachments, with our easy-touse, robust email encryption.
It’s CPA certified by the UK’s
National Cyber Security Centre.

Collaborate securely:
Work with colleagues and
external teams to edit, share
and save sensitive information
within the protection of our
secure workspace.

Secure your documents:
Safeguard your confidential data
when using, sharing or storing
files, with our file encryption for
files of all types and sizes.

Sign documents digitally:
Save time, effort and paper
by using secure electronic
signatures for confidential or
legal documents.
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KNOW YOUR CUSTOMER, CONTROL YOUR
DATA WITH GALAXKEY AND YOTI

Ideal for organisations needing bulletproof customer
identification and data management, a Galaxkey-Yoti integration
is the latest weapon in preventing financial crime and fraud.
Yoti integrates seamlessly into Galaxkey’s ecosystem so your staff don’t have to wrestle with
separate log-ins and managing different software.

Installing Galaxkey and Yoti together gives you:
Confidence your emails and files are opened by
the right person only

Secure recording and auditing of all
transactions

Each time you send an email or file to a customer
or third party, they will need to confirm their
identify with Yoti before they can open it.
Confidential data is kept safe from prying eyes.

Each time a file is accessed, edited, or shared,
this is automatically logged in a secure record. So
you can trace and prove every single transaction
that occurs – whether you’re providing proof of
sending a large financial transaction, or checking
back on a specific issue arising.

Customers’ trust in your messages and
data security
Yoti’s sender verification plus Galaxkey’s
encryption reassures your customers that all
messages they receive from your company are
both authentic and secure. They’ll know not to
trust any messages supposedly from you but
without a verified Yoti sender stamp, which could
be phishing emails.

Demonstrated compliance with industry
regulations and best practice
Fulfil your data protection and industry regulation
compliance obligations with Galaxkey and
Yoti – including KYC, AML, GDPR, and PEPs and
Sanctions checks.

Strong yet flexible control of internal
file access
You can choose security settings for internal
communications and file access. By using Yoti to
authenticate individual staff members wishing
to access specific documents or folders, you can
control who has access to which data.
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KNOW YOUR CUSTOMER, CONTROL YOUR
DATA WITH GALAXKEY AND YOTI
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Installing and using Galaxkey and Yoti
Quick deployment and minimal training
Galaxkey with Yoti integration offers easy, outof-the-box set-up, whichever operating system
you work on. With a Windows feel, our platform is
intuitive to use and learn.
Military-grade data protection through
encryption standards

One-click security, integrated with all major
operating systems
Galaxkey integrates smoothly with existing
email clients and all major operating systems. It
gives you one-click security to share information
securely straight from Microsoft Outlook, iOS,
Android Windows, and Mac.

Galaxkey complies with AES FIPS 140-2
encryption protocols. It utilises both public
AES256 and private 2048-bit RSA Keys as a
standard. Put simply – it gives your data
military-grade protection.
Flexible solutions to suit your existing
work set-up
With Galaxkey available in on-premises, cloud
and hybrid solutions, there’s an option for all
work environments. So you can continue to
work as you choose.

Contact us to find out more or
book a demo at info@galaxkey.com
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